Effect of transported mass and constant force on times for ballistic and visually-controlled movements.
A series of experiments are reported in which the effects of transferred mass and resistive/assistive forces were investigated for both ballistic and visually-controlled movements. The first experiment involved the transfer of mass in the horizontal plane so that only inertia] forces were present. This was followed by experiments in which movements were made with a purely resistive or assistive force, without the presence of increased inertia. Finally the effects of transferring mass in the vertical direction were investigated, where resistive/assistive forces were present due to gravity, as well as increased inertia force due to the transferred mass. Both theoretical and empirical models are presented for each of these cases. It was found that, for both ballistic and visually-controlled movements, the data were well accounted for simply by a component of added time proportional to the transferred mass or the magnitude of the constant force. This result is in agreement with the procedure used in some predetermined motion time systems.